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APRA’s ROLE and the 4Rs

Reduce – Re-use – Recycle - Recover

 23rd year 

 Members include manufacturers, recyclers and all of 

Alberta’s DAOs

 Founding members: DOW, Imperial, NOVA 

 Resource for provincial, municipal gov’t & industry

 Active with RCA, Alberta CARE



PLASTICS RECYCLING 101

1. How plastics recycling works.

2. How changing government  

regulations will affect recycling as we 

know it.

3. The impact of the Chinese market 

and the Green-Fence.
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How is plastics recycling similar?

“Where facilities exist” 

 Mirror other materials recyling like: paint, tires, e-

waste, metals, fibre

 Feed-stocks – large, continuous & contaminant free

 Collection – convenient, generator “buy-in”

 Transportation – rational, maximizing capacity

 Processing and Marketing – available, dependable 

 Intermediate processing key to success. Do what 

you do well. Beware of “closed-loop” 
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How is plastics recycling 

different?

 Plastics are not all alike, engineered according to 

market need 

 Different plastics react differently to heat/pressure

 Recycling requires clean, homogeneous feed-stocks

 Where is the plastics recycling industry headed?
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Where is plastic waste coming from?

 Solid waste stream 60/40%. Not here!

 77/23% 

 Resi. rate is 175/250 kg/cap

 New and innovative applications = new feed-stocks

 Need to focus on designated streams
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Focus on feed-stocks

 Residential 

 local gov’t has made progress but programs vary 

 holds capture rates down and causes generator 

confusion

 many container types left out
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Focus on feed-stocks

 ICI Alberta’s greater opportunity for new 

capture

 Targets include agricultural, oil and gas sector, 

cushion packaging and film

 W2E, EFW, Plastics to Oil 

 4th R - Recover – developing  
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What’s Alberta’s capacity now?

 Capacity is nicely balanced for designated materials. 

Serves DAO’s and Stewards (used-oil)

 Continued opportunities to streamline urban curb-

side and rural drop-off

 100s of individual ICI programs

 Western Canada can increase capture rates...BUT.

 Currently insufficient capacity if we collected all ag. 

plastics, cushion packaging, bottles, rigids

 Know how and where you’re going to send it
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In recycling... 

there is no more copper wire

 Easy, cost effective programs are largely deployed 

for most materials including plastics

 Current programs need subsidy to continue or 

expand

 EPR looks to be the future but enviro fees and 

industry stewardship may also play a role

 Next initiatives will require funding

 Tackling all packaging includes “non-recyclable” 

items: laminated, multi material, “unknown”. 
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Stewardship for all packaging is coming
A new landscape will emerge

AB and other provinces are moving on packaging and 

printed materials...but

1. Monitor closely. Collectors will need to collect more and 

differently

2. Encourage gov’t to include resi. & ICI in roll-out

3. Insufficient capacity to process “all” if collection spikes 

suddenly

4. Canadian Stewardship needs to be more universal, fewer 

differences between provinces

5. Encourage “recyclability” in packaging today & in the 

future
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What’s the Green-Fence?

 Chinese import restrictions on waste products

 In the past not applied rigorously 

 Importers brought in contaminated materials which 

became a factor in Chinese waste management

 Starting this year they have begun to enforce rules

 Requirement is less than 1.5% “out-throw”  
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What was happening before

the “Green-Fence” went up?

 China has been the world’s largest importer of 

wastes including 40% of plastics scrap

2011
23 million tons of 

recyclables
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How’s the Green-Fence working?

 China’s new policy: “recyclables” must be viewed as 

a commodity, not as a waste 

 Some ports examining 70 to 100% of containers

 Reject list includes coffee-cup lids, PVC pipe, garden 

planters

 Chinese recyclers believe restrictions are likely to 

become tighter rather than looser

 Still a strong demand for “good, clean product” 

 Only attainable with intermediate processing not 

mixed waste  
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Does the “Green-Fence” hurt 

Canadian plastics recycling? 

 Not so much. Canadian exporters quickly sought and 

found North American markets

 They were forced to become more selective

 To move your collected material to market, be 

prepared to follow the requirements and instruction 

from processor/broker
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CONCLUSIONS

 Plastics collection and recycling in Alberta is 

established and growing, but we can and should 

collect more.

 Things are about to change! As the provinces move 

on EPR, monitor proposals closely and be prepared 

to review what and how you collect.

 Don’t worry about export markets. The days of 

collecting what you want & how you want to collect it 

are behind us. Accept market oriented direction to 

avoid stockpiles and ensure flow-through.


